IDS 2013 – another step in the successful story of Dentegris Dental Implants

Cologne, Germany: The German Implant company with a wide portfolio of Biomaterials could proceed the expansion path of the past few months. Dentegris was overwhelmed by visitors during the IDS. The actual International Dental Show (IDS) brought a lot of inquiries to Dentegris. We express our gratitude to all our old and new customers and partners. On the basis of the rapid and huge increase of new partners in Europe and all over the world and the therefore required space Dentegris has changed the location and design of the booth. Both were appreciated by visitors and partners and was a part of the success story during IDS.

As a special program Dentegris has offered interesting lectures on actual topics, especially on Soft Tissue. The interaction of the new-designed Soft-Bone Implant and Biomaterials was one of the keypoints and proved the very successful combination. Particularly in but not limited to situations with regenerated bone. Soft-Bone Implants showed very good results. The speeches were highly cherished and lead to interesting discussions with the speakers. As a highlight of the program Dr. Harald Hueskens was showing interesting cases using the “soft tissue graft from the box”, MucoMatrix. Dr. Hueskens will soon be in the Middle East for some workshops of minimal-invasive soft-tissue augmentation.

Due to the success of the last months and IDS, Dentegris is now present in a wide number of countries in Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia whereas Dentegris has been on the German market since the early 2000s. The two fields of Dental Implants and Regeneratives complete the portfolio that is needed in Dental Implantology. Dentegris is still offering some opportunities in the Middle-East, so do not hesitate to contact us via www.dentegris.com.

Finally the IDS was a great success for Dentegris, it went by too fast and everyone is anticipating the next edition which is unfortunately two years away! We hope to see you soon in the Middle East.
Qualident Dental Laboratory

Is now ready to receive Digital Impression Scans from various 3D Intraoral Scanners Directly.

Dubai, UAE Qualident is leading dental laboratory in the UAE and is able to design and print lab models for many indications, including implant models, directly from Intraoral digital impression scanners (such as: Trios, Cerec & Omnia ) in addition to physical impression scanner by a direct, high speed & precision model production system. Qualident dental laboratory successfully deployed this integrated solution to produce up to 24 quad cases in 5 1⁄2 hours; 3D printers produces full quad cases of plaster-like models & enables Qualident Lab to produce any type of restoration from their customer’s intra-oral scanner.

The combined impact of this solution’s precision, affordability and plaster-like characteristics compel us to step up our transition to a full digital workflow. Its expertly integrated solutions replace, displace and complement traditional methods and reduce the time and cost of designing new products by printing real parts directly from digital input:
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3Shape Dental System™
A timeless solution that grows stronger rather than growing old

Model Builder,
Create lab models directly from TRIOS® and 3rd party intraoral scans. Design implant models and all types of sectioned models ready for output on model-making machines.

An impression & model scanner for every lab
The D800 scanner, with two 5.0 MP cameras, provides high accuracy and captures textures and pencil markings. The fast and robust D700 is for productivity and the D500 for an easy entry into CAD/CAM.

Implant Bar & Bridges and more
Get a precise and productive tool for designing sophisticated implant bars and bridges for both removable and fixed prosthesis. Enjoy also Dentures, New Abutment Designer™, Post & Core, Orthodontic appliances and much more.

TRIOS® Inbox & 3Shape Communicate™
Dental System™ includes free connectivity to TRIOS® systems in dental clinics so labs can receive impression scans directly. Smart communication tools enhance cooperation with the dentist.

See the whole new palate of our innovative products live
Meet us at IDS - Hall 4.2 Booth N090
Sign up for our newsletter
Scan the QR code to register.
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**Phibo® expands Global International presence with a Middle East subsidiary**

**Press Release: Phibo**

Cologne, Germany: Phibo®, with 20 years of experience in dental products and services, offers solutions from bone regeneration to the final prosthesis itself, without neglecting implant systems, and always taking patients’ health, comfort and aesthetics into consideration. Phibo® offers predictability in the results, optimisation of treatment times, reduction of the possibility of error, in short we ensure better quality for the patient.

For Phibo® what is really important is offering reliable and flexible integral solutions that improve the work of our clients, making difficult work easy.

Phibo® is present in the international market stronger than ever. This year Phibo® is expanding its global presence in to Middle East, Colombia, France, Germany and Benelux, including its nowadays operations in Italy, Portugal and Spain.

The international dental company manufactures implant systems and CAD-CAM prostheses as well as other digital solutions. Phibo® CAD-CAM prostheses are 100% customized solutions which satisfy all patients’ needs with the most attractive results. Moreover, Phibo® provides all their CAD-CAM restorations on any implant system thanks to the Phibo Library, the most complete list of implant systems of the market.

The most revolutionary product on the prosthetics market is Adhoc®, screw-mounted Cobalt Chrome by Phibo®, for all screw-mounted metal-ceramic restorations. This product combines the best of different technologies to provide the best results where needed: best ceramic grip and best fit for the connection area. This product is available for all types of structures from single parts to anatomic structures with any number of parts, and complicated hybrid structures to the simplest of bars.

In addition to Adhoc®, Phibo introduces Cronia®, the temporary aesthetic prosthesis that provides the most similar result as possible to natural teeth, while patients are waiting for the definitive restoration. This product is made of Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 100% bioresorbable and non-allergic. Cronia® helps to care for, model and maintain the soft tissues.

Phibo® offers the most comprehensive CAD-CAM solutions: from cemented structures to restorations on implants, from hybrid structures to removable bars in all materials – Cobalt Chrome, Zirconia, PMMA, Titanium as well as cemented restorations in IPS e.max® CAD.

---

**Vertex at IDS Cologne**

**Press Release: Vertex Dental**

Cologne, Germany: Lots of interest for the Vertex Booth on the last IDS regarding the new monomer free thermoplastic material called Vertex™ ThermoSens. The advantages are: no shrinkage, virtually unbreakable, monomer free. The Thermoject 22 was introduced. Full automatic machine for 22 mm cartridges. All information available on www.vertex-dental.com.

See us in Dubai on 02-03 May, 2013 for the CAD/CAM Digital Dentistry International Conference.